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I am amachine learning and cognitive science researcher, excited about building machine learning systems to solve complex
problems, analyzing their behavior in comparison with humans, and deriving insights to improvemodel performance. My research
applies insights from cognitive science to developmore human-like machine-learningmethods. My thesis studies how people
represent cognitive goals and tasks, combining human experiments, data analysis, and computationalmodeling to progress toward
richer goal representations. I am interested in professional opportunities in research or research engineering to contribute to
building machine learning-driven products, deriving useful insights from data, or advancing academic and applied research.

EDUCATION
NYUCENTER FORDATA SCIENCE NewYork, NY
PhD student 2019–Present
Advised by Professors Brenden Lake and ToddGureckis. My thesis research studies how humans represent cognitive goals and
tasks, aiming to build computational models generating human-like goals, to eventually develop richer goal representation for
artificial agents. My other primary graduate research project models infant relation categorization with deep neural networks.

BRAINS,MINDS, ANDMACHINES SUMMERCOURSE WoodsHole, MA
Hosted by theMIT andHarvard Center for Brains, Minds, andMachines 08/2021

MACHINE LEARNING SUMMER SCHOOL London, England
Hosted by University College London and Imperial College London 07/2019

MINERVAUNIVERSITY San Francisco, CA
BSc in Computational Sciences 2015–2019
I graduated summa cum laudewith a concentration inMachine LearningGPA: 3.98/4.0. In my capstone project, I investigated the
scaling behavior of different meta-learning algorithms: how quickly new tasks are learned as a function of previous training, using
a novel benchmark paradigm inspired by visual question answering (externally advised byMikeMozer, published at CVPR 2020).
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SKILLS ANDTECHNICAL COMPETENCIES
• Neural network research and development (mostly PyTorch)
• Data science and analysis (Numpy, Pandas, Sklearn, Matplotlib)

• Software engineering, architecture design, and testing

• Human participant research experiment design
• Web experiment development (React, vue, tailwind, Firebase)
• Research environment and stimulus design (Unity, Blender)

RESEARCH&PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
MICROSOFT RESEARCH NewYork, NY
Research Intern 05/2022–08/2022
Developedmethods inspired by the cognitive psychology concept of task-sets (abstract task representations) to analyze and
predict behavior in a large-scale gameplay dataset in amultiplayer game. Initial results highlighted consistent differences between
players by their propensity to flee or attack in fight-or-flight scenarios. Mentored by IdaMomennejad andHarm van Seijen.

PRINCETONNEUROSCIENCE INSTITUTE Princeton, NJ
Research Intern 05/2018–08/2018
Interned with Professor Yael Niv’s lab, to investigate human reinforcement learning (RL) in multidimensional environments:

• Modeled data from previous experiments, making discoveries regarding the dissociable roles of attention and decay in
human RL, and the efficacy of eye-tracking and fMRI-based attentionmeasures. Project presented at RLDM2019.

• Implemented a reinforcement learning experiment in a customizable web platform, enabling data collection using Amazon
Mechanical Turk and building a framework used by several current lab members to develop new experiments.

• Developed a simulation environment for bandit problems tomotivate work framingmood as a momentum variable.

AIDOCMEDICAL Tel Aviv, Israel
Research Engineer 05/2017–11/2017

• Implemented research-supporting tools in Azure cloud environment to facilitate and expedite deep learning
experimentation, reducing idea-to-experiment turnaround 10x from 1-2 hours to 5-10minutes.

• Explored distributedmodel training frameworks, performed experiments and analyses leading to opt for tool development.

AMAZONPRIMEAIR Seattle,WA
Software Development Engineer Intern 05/2016–08/2016

• Implemented binary image loading solution for proprietary hardware and software platform using C and assembly.
• Contributed to serialization library used in multiple projects across the Prime Air development group.

MINERVAPROJECT San Francisco, CA
Software Development Engineer Intern 01/2016–05/2016

• Designed and delivered overhaul of invoicing system, transitioning from a fixed to a line-itemized implementation, to allow
for improved flexibility, history tracking, and increased robustness, in a Python/Django/MySQLweb-stack.

SIMILARWEB Tel Aviv, Israel
Software Engineer 06/2015–09/2015

• Integrated products with external partners, debugged and solvedmultiple production issues, in Node.JS, iOS, and Python.

ISRAELDEFENSE FORCES INTELLIGENCE BRANCH Israel
Team leader, training instructor, software engineer 08/2008–10/2014

• Team leader: grew team of four software developers to ten, responsible for developing tools to enhance analysis capabilities
and solve production issues. Reduced turnaround timemore than 2x, contributed to Israel Defense Prize-winning project.

• Instructor: managed two other instructors, training ten pupils in software engineering and computer networking.
• Software engineer: built in-house data ingestion pipelines and analysis tools. Developed primarily in Python and Java and

cultivated debugging and fault analysis expertise.

TEACHING
DS-GA 1016: COMPUTATIONALCOGNITIVE SCIENCE NYU
Section leader, grader 01/2021-05/2021, 01/2022-05/2022
Served as a section leader and grader for graduate-level course focused on computational approaches to modeling cognition.

DS-UA 112: INTRODUCTIONTODATA SCIENCE NYU
Section leader 09/2019-12/2019
Served as a section leader for new undergraduate course introducing students to NYU’s newly approvedData Sciencemajor.

https://www.princeton.edu/~yael/
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